Newsletter
We meet the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of the month at the Whitehill Centre, Chesham, HP5 1AG

Welcome
With the first newsletter under our belts (so to speak) I’d like to thank people for their comments
and suggestions on our way forward.
As almost half of last month’s newsletter was occupied by the minutes of the A.G.M. you’ll notice
this month’s newsletter is considerably shorter (or will it be?), keep those suggestions coming in!
My apologies to Dave G8FMC for not including his article on the AFS contests last month, I’ve
included it in this months edition.
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Contact details:
Chairman Treasurer -

Jeremy Browne (G3XZG)
Matt Whitchurch (M1DTG)

Secretary
Editor

-

Angie Page (M6WTL)
Bryan Page (M0IHY)

All the above are members of the committee and can be contacted on cdars_committee@googlegroups.com

Chairman's Ramble
TG, no its not Friday, not as I write anyway, but the callsign for Guatemala, where I have spent the
last two weeks. A fascinating place, but I'm not surprised that the call is rare. There are two
spines of mountains going down the centre of the country, and Guatemala city, which is in a sort of
valley between the two is at 4500 feet asl. The mountains though are higher on either side and
include some live and some extinct volcanoes. Does anyone know whether radials work in lava?
The last major eruption was only a few years ago, and some are definitely smoking. There are
more promising locations as the country has both an atlantic and pacific coast, but there are those
pesky mountains in the middle. It would be interesting though to try and get an antenna up, as I
saw a farm with actual fields and grass at a place called San Lucas, at about 7000 feet. Another
problem would be the pile-up of stateside stations. Perhaps next time, or remote?
Anyway I am back now and getting used to the cold. If anyone wants to operate CW in a contest
where people actually want to work UK stations, I recommend the Beru contest, which I think will
be on the second week-end in March. Because it caters for the whole commonwealth, it runs for
24 hours from 10am local time on the Saturday. Some rare stations on, such as the Cayman
Islands, Ghana, Zambia etc.
73, Jeremy.

The Editors Musings
I came across an interesting article in the JS8Call newsletter dated 7th February on band planning
by the ARRL, if you want to read the 5-page article here’s the URL:
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Bandplanning/25%20HF%20Bandplanning%20Cmte%20FINAL%
20(d).pdf, or you can read on to get the general gist of the document...
The document starts by recognising there are conflicts regarding interference among digital
segments of the HF bandplans, they also recognise harmony needs to be increased. The group
concluded the following uses need to have distinct assignments:
CW
Narrow Data < 500 Hz
Wide Data < 2800 Hz (including data bandwidths 0 to 500 Hz)
ACDS (Automnatically Controlled Digital Stations)
The report goes on to say that “In general, the committee is of the opinion that there is justification
for additinal space to become available for digital modes, as well as for the operation of digital
stations under automatic control. The very changes in spectrum usage that have required our
committee’s resurgance indicate that digital modes of communication are increasing in popularity,
and the trend is expected to continue or even accelerate. To this end, we have tried to ensure that
digital allocations are sufficient for at least a modicum of growth.
Page 1 of the document states “Since new spectrum space is not being created, it is inevitable that
allocations to one group can only increase by reduction of allocations of other groups. The
committee has tried to minimise this, but we were agreed that growth in digital modes merits some
expanded allocation, while existing modes may see slight downwards adjustment in order to
accommodate that growth.”, which I think says it all.
cont’d...
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The Editors Musings cont'd...
They do say what happens in the U.S.A. happens here 10-years later, food for thought?
Further browsing at:
http://www.arrl.org/news/arrl-hf-band-planning-committee-seeks-comments-on-recommendations
and
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Bandplanning/25%20Appendix%20BP_Committee_recs%20FINAL%20
(h).pdf

Thanks Darren (M0TLI), sorry to see you go
This month Darren has been busy getting ready with his house move, to this end he’s given me
surplus equipment that he doesn’t want to take with him, so far we’ve managed to sell around 90%
of it, proceeds will be split between Darren and the club, thanks Darren.
Bryan M0IHY

Shirley G4HES - a tribute
Members will be aware of the sad death of Shirley, G4HES, on 25th January, aged 84, whose
funeral took place on 26th February.
Despite suffering from multiple schlerosis for many years, Shirley lead an active and full life,
though in recent times she had become increasingly housebound due to a number of medical
problems. She taught for many years and was an active club member, taking part regularly in
meetings and events. She knew many of the founders of the club, such as Steve, G3CLJ, who
originally presented the CW trophy, and Reg, G6XO. For many years also, she taught the RAE,
first at Amersham college, and then together with her husband Ron, at the Whitehill Centre,
enabling many to get their amateur licence. Her son, I believe, found a lot of letters from amateurs
expressing their thanks for her help.
The funeral was well attended, with current and former members of the club being present. She
leaves a son Mark and grandson Liam, as well as 3 sisters who were all also present. She will be
sadly missed by all who knew her. The family have asked that any donations should go to the MS
society and are happy for the club to make a donation to the local MS society, which we will do.
73, Jeremy.
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Time to play, with a SDR that is!
Before I delve into using a SDR I need to discuss what we need to make it work. Settings are
based on my TS590SG rig, which will also apply to the club rig.
I purchased V.S.P.E. but I believe you can get a free version, check out the internet for details.
You’ll also need Omni-Rig which can be downloaded from:
http://dxatlas.com/omnirig/
SDR_Uno and other Software Defined Radio’s can be downloaded from:
https://www.sdrplay.com/downloads/
I assume you have the driver installed for the TS590SG which can be downloaded from the
Kenwood website, please note its COM port from Device Manager.
Run V.S.P.E. and click on the red star to instigate the creation of a new serial port.

You are asked for the device type you wish to create, I chose ‘splitter’.
Click Next.
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Time to play, with a SDR that is!... cont'd

Here I select COM3 from the dropdown list as the Virtual Serial Port and COM4 for the Data
source serial port, the reason for choosing COM4 is that it is the port linked to my TS590SG. You
must select the port that is shown under Device Manager that your rig is using (the rig must be
turned on for this to be seen), select whatever port you wish that is free for the Virtual Serial Port,
this will be the port you use for Omni-Rig.
Now click on Settings...

I chose 57600 from the dropdown list, that’s the baud rate on my TS590SG. Now click OK.

Keep the remaining settings as they are and click ‘Finish’.
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Time to play, with a SDR that is!... cont'd

Now you have COM3 (or your chosen COM port) created, finally close the V.S.P.E. window by
minimising it, DO NOT close the window on the close icon, this will close V.S.P.E. completely.
Omni-Rig is a COM-component for controlling the transceiver (or receiver) using the CAT.
Description files are external (not embedded in the body of the exectuable), so each user can
create it’s own ini file describing the CAT commands for a new radio. The reason for discussing
Omni-Rig is because I use it with my RSP 1A (SDRPlay) (discussed next).
Run Omni-Rig

Set the port to that chosen for the Virtual Serial Port in V.S.P.E.
Now you’re ready to run SDR_Uno.
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Time to play, with a SDR that is!... cont'd
Below are the windows you’ll see on your monitor, I’ll describe each window where settings have
been changed to get it up and running on my SDR Play 1a and TS-590SG.
1 - Main

2 - RX Control

3 - EX Control

5 - Recorder

8 - Main Spectrum

4 - Aux SP

Waterfall

6 - Scanner
7 - Memory Panel

1 - Main

Click on the SETT. button (top left), follow the options at the top of the window until you see ORIG,
select this. Under RIG1 Type: you should see TS-590 and On-line against RIG1 Type and RIG1
Status as shown in the picture above right - on your first loading of SDR_Uno you will have to
complete the next section before you see this.
All other settings can be found in the online manual.
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a SDR
Time to play, with an
SDRthat
thatis!...
is! cont'd
2 - RX Control

Click on SETT. (top left) and select CAT from the upper window menu. Set the COM DEVICE to
the COM port used by Omni-Rig, set the baud rate to that of your rig, click ENABLE & CONNECT.

Worth mentioning here, right-clicking over the frequency display in the RX-Control window will give
you a drop-down list enabling you to set the sensitivity of the scroll wheel over the main spectrum.
Clicking on RSYN1 will force the main spectrum frequency and the frequency on this panel (RX
Control) to synchronise.
That’s it, you should now be able to run SDR_Uno with this basic setup. Refer to the online
manual (downloadable) for many of it’s other features.
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a SDR
Time to play, with an
SDRthat
thatis!...
is! cont'd
Running SDR_Uno

Click on the green PLAY! button, this will start SDR_Uno, the button will turn red with STOP! as
it’s text.
The RF GAIN slider alters the gain of the main spectrum window.
The buttons at the top of the panel relate to each of their associated windows.

Here you can see the 80m band from 3.460MHz to just over 4.020MHz. By scrolling your mousewheel you change frequency by the amount set in the RX Control panel (right click over the
frequency display and select a value from the drop-down list). Double clicking on the spectrum will
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a SDR
Time to play, with an
SDRthat
thatis!...
is! cont'd
change the rigs frequency to that clicked on, simply refine your signal by fine tuning the rig, or
using the mouse-wheel. I find this method particularly useful when contesting, you can see from
the waterfall continuous signals (those calling “CQ contest”), simply click and you’re there!
Whilst I’ve only given a brief description on how to get up and running there is a lot more to be
discovered in the PDF manual, well worth a read.
Next month I hope to show you how I got to use the SDR Play with our Yaesu FT897D, initially just
as a panadapter, but after further research I found SDR-Kits do a miniature board for the FT897D
that allows you to use it with an SDRplay 1a.
Bryan M0IHY

AFS - the way ahead? - by Dave G8FMC
Options for CDARS going forward
RSGB Convention Oct 2019
Presentation by CambHams (why they keep winning!)
It is all down to the ‘Numbers Game’ - At least 20 people involved in each session.
This includes Coordinator(s), shack hosts, as well as Operators.
Good operators sometimes travel to a ‘Host’ who has better antennas? (especially HF wires
etc)
7 Bands (now 8, includes 70MHz), including CW, SSB & Data, so no 2 sessions have the
same formulae?
Dave G8FMC raised a question/comment on what options are open to a club of less than 20
members!
Got in a plug for CDARS & the Certificate we won 2 or 3 times!
“Gosh, well done” from the presenter + murmurings of approval from the room!

What are the CDARS Options?
1. Carry on as we are, with a real struggle to get at least 1 station on every session?
2. Follow Camb-Hams example and team up with other clubs; e.g. MKARS, Northampton
(NTON) & even Drowned Rats etc? (Means a new club/name)
3. Adopt a compromise with limited involvement from NTON (John G4CZB) (also Geoff G3NPI
- no club?)
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AFS - the way ahead? - cont'd...
Relevant info?
Dave G8FMC is a fully paid-up member of both CDARS & NTON & will continue to be for the
foreseeable future.
Jeremy, Malcolm & Dave assisted NTON for VHF FD (more details later) & may do that
again?
For 2020 Malcolm has agreed to put his UKAC points to NTON (rather than be the only
CDARS entry!)

So, who are NTON?
NTON (Northampton Radio Club) is one of the oldest, established in 1913
About 20-30 members, so (similar/a little bigger than CDARS) is still a bit small for any big
events/contests?
VERY friendly in my (G8FMC) experience.
We seem to have cooperated quite successfully over the last year or so?

Thoughts/proposals from NTON, if we decide to cooperate with them?
Recent email from John G4CZB (Contest manager & committee member.) John is also an
adjudicator on the CSC (Contest Support Committee):
In favour of a free, ’reciprocal’ arrangement, at an ’Informal’ level? (Dave to read out email)
Discussion on Options/feelings?

NTON & UKAC’s 2019
Overall = 7th out of 36 in ’Local Club’ category
Actually top placed amongst those that do NOT do SHF at all!
50MHz = 7th out of 31 (G8FMC & G1MZD)
70MHz = 5th out of 24 (G8FMC & G1MZD)
144MHz = 4th out of 34 (5 or 6, max 11)
432MHz = 3 out of 29 (5 or 6, Max 10)
1,296MHz = 11 out of 25 (G4CZB + G6TVB)

NTON VHF NFD 2019
Overall - Restricted - 8th out of 17 (1,838pts - Max = 4,000pts)
70MHz = 5/20 (G3XZG, G8FMC) 552pts
432MHz = 9/15 (G4CZB, M7ERE) 502pts
50MHz = 7 out of 20 (G3ZNU, G3XZG, G8FMC) 421pts
144MHz = 14 out of 19 (G0FKW, M0KEA, G3XZG) 363pt
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AFS - the way ahead? - cont'd...
NTON VHF Championship 2019
Overall = 25 out of 76
50MHz Trophy = (6O) 3/10 G8N
144MHz Trophy = (6O) 5/18 G8N
144/432MHz March = (SOO) 2/4 M0KEA/P
432MHz low Power = (SOO) 6/13 G4CZB/P

HF Championship 2019
Overall = 3 out of 429! G4CZB solo effort!
John enters a number of solo events, some as G4CZB, some as e.g. G8LED/P & is generally
the lead on all NTON group events.
Very nice, approachable guy, but meticulous in his approach & quietly VERY effective! NOT
one to brag.

CDARS AFS (Local Club category)
15/09/19 70MHz
7 out of 40, = 1,645pts
20/10/19 50MHz
7 out of 32, = 409pts
09/11/19 160m
7 out of 40 = 1,645pts,
G3XZG B team = 100pts
08/12/19
04/01/20
12/01/20
18/01/20
02/02/20

144MHz
CW
Data
SSB
432MHz

8 out of 40
22 out of 55
38 out of 42
22 out of 64

= 683pts NPI, FMC, ZNU & IHY
= 291pts G3XZG & G4CZB
= 58pts just G4CZB!
= 290pts MZD, CZB & FMC

Latest Contest results
432MHz 12th out of 37 = 540pts FMC, MZD, ZNU, IHY
Overall AFS = 5th out of 69 = 4,911 pts out of possible 8000 (Leader = Cambs-Hams = 7,982).
With CDARS ending up 5th out of 69 it was a great result, but we just missed out on a Certificate.
We did enter all 8 sessions but not enough points in all sections! (HF Data was a bit of a disaster
for some of us, leaving just John on his own! ‘Must do better next year’).

Northampton
Latest 50MHz UKAC = 5th out of 22 Local Clubs (3 + M0IHY from CDARS), just 1 place ahead of
MKARS! (Thanks to 1 x G3XZG & 2 x M0IHY) otherwise positions would be reversed! Thanks
guys. (Overall UKAC = 5/34, good so far?)
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This months club contests
Contesting
This month we have the 80m CC contests, as we do next month. If there are any takers for the
April 80 CC contests please contact me on bryanpage1@btinternet.com and I’ll include you in the
list.
There are no VHF contests that CDARS are taking part in for the benefit of the club, I however will
be taking part in as many UKAC contests as I can and pass the points onto Northampton.

HF
March
Callsign
M0IHY
G3XZG
M0IHY

Day
Mon
Wed
Thu

Date (2020)
2 Mar.
11 Mar.
26 Mar.

Time UTC
2000-2130
2000-2130
2000-2130

Contest Name
80m CC DATA
80m CC CW
80m CC SSB

April
Callsign
M0IHY
M0IHY

Day
Mon
Wed
Thu

Date (2020)
6 Apr.
15 Apr.
23 Apr.

Time UTC
1900-2030
1900-2030
1900-2030

Contest Name
80m CC CW
80m CC SSB
80m CC DATA

Whilst I try to make this newsletter as accurate as possible, it would be great if people let me know
what contests they intend operating in, that will make us all aware of ‘who’ is doing ‘what’, my
thanks to Dave G8FMC for pointing out that I’d put my name down for the 80m CC Data on the
2nd of March, if not for his reminder I probably wouldn’t have done it!
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My shack
This month it’s the turn of Terry G4UEM...
My main shack at this point in time comprises of an Icom IC-7300 for HF, 6M and 4M and an Icom
IC-9700 for 2M, 70cm and 23cms. I use a Heil headset and foot switch when operating. I also have
a very old valve Drake TR-4C transceiver which I mainly use to listen on. I have recently added
ELAD FDM-DUO 5w SDR transceiver to the shack. I am planning to use the FDM-DUO with a 2M
transverter, when I have built the transverter, it will replace my ageing Yaesu FT-817 as an I/F for
my 9,6 and 3 cm microwave equipment.

The three DB6NT transverters are mainly used when I’m contesting with the Luton VHF Group.
The shack computers are two laptops, they are also used for logging whenever I'm out contesting.
I use Minos for VHF/UHF and SHF contests, N1MM for HF logging and for my logbook I use
VQLog, plus various other radio related programs.
I have a 7.5M Tennamast bolted to the side of the house with the tilt facility which enables me to
easily change antenna systems depending on what band I'm currently interested in operating on.
I also have a random long wire the length of the garden, which I'm planning to replace with
something a bit better in the near future. I do have amplifiers for most bands, but due to some
problems with planning permission for my mast (another story) I tend only run about 100 watts
from home.
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My shack cont'd...

For many years I have been collecting old Icom, Trio/Kenwood and Yaesu transceivers, I currently
have the following;
Icom
IC-251E (my original 2M
transceiver that I have had for
years and years.)
IC-451E
IC-271E
IC-271H
IC-471E
IC-1271E
IC-275E
IC-275H
IC-475H
IC-202
IC-402

Trio/Kenwood
TS-700
TS-700G
TS-700S
TR-751E
TR-751E
TR-851E
TM-255E

Yaesu
FT-221R
FT-221R
FT-225RD
FT-225RD
FT-225RD

A great article Terry, hopefully you’ll enlighten us with your woes regarding planning permission.
Now, who’s next to show us their shack?
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Bloopers?
Blooper No. 1
At this months first meeting we noticed a sign on the back wall, someone should have made the
arrows a little more noticeable!

Blooper No. 2
When checking a 6m push-up fibreglass mast I stood it up against my 10m flag pole only to
discover I’d lost about 3 metres in height! Checking the joints I could see that the 3 lower sections
had slipped inside each other, that would explain why I had an excess of antenna wire at the
bottom. From this I have learned:
When taping the joints with almalgamating tape don’t just rely on it holding the 2 tubes in place,
with the wind blowing it can slacken off the tight fit so put tie-wraps just above the joint over the
tape, that should hold it.
On tackling the lowest section we removed the old amalgamating tape only to find water
seeping from the joint. Between the slipped joints and the hole in the top we managed to
accumulate about a gallon of water inside the bottom section and above, puncturing a hole in
the bottom cap allowed any water to drain and amalgamating tape at the top will prevent water
entering. I hadn’t even thought about why the mast was heavier (a gallon of water weighs about
10lbs, just over 4kgs).
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Any other business
The club
We’re actively seeking other premises to hold club meetings/contests, should you know of any
likely places could you please contact Angie on angela.page12@btinternet.com.

R.S.G.B.
It was pointed out that searches on the R.S.G.B. website yielded nothing regarding the clubs
location on the map. I contacted the R.S.G.B. about this and was told that the map applied only to
affiliated clubs, I responded by telling them we paid club fees to them on an annual basis, now we
can be located on the map, I think this may have been an oversight by the R.S.G.B., but more to
the point we are able to be ‘found’ should anybody make enquiries regarding clubs in their local
area.

Training
Contact has been made with Mike Bruce of the R.S.G.B. in regards to holding Foundation training
courses in the Spring, by the time this goes to press we hope to have met with Mike to get further
information on training, well that was the plan anyway.

The visit to Northampton Radio Club
The visit went well with a demonstration on the Wellbrook Loop Receiving Antenna.
While at the club I spoke to John Cockrill (their chairman) who told me about the club offering
complete Cobweb antenna’s at £85, you have to assemble them but at that price when I built my
cobweb I had only purchased the hardware and balun for that value. Having had good contacts
(Argentina, Brazil, Canada, India, Canary Isles) on 10W with my first cobweb I’ve decided to order
one, more on that in another newsletter.
I listened to how Northampton went about training, it suddenly dawned on me what a great way to
do things - it’s given ‘in house’, on a one-to-one basis and is done on club nights, progress is
established by offering the ‘trainees’ dummy exam papers and only when they have acheived the
required pass mark do they advise putting in for the exam, all this is advantageous to us as:
1. There would be no ‘minimum’ number of applicants
2. No rooms to be booked for training (no expense)
3. All the club members can chip in...
As regards the last part, I think it would do us all good to recap on what we might have forgotten.

G3MDG website
Malcolm G3ZNU has made changes to bring the website up to date, now people are able to
identify the fact we will be offering training and more, thanks Malcolm.
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